**Germany to Spend $106 Billion on Refugees**

BERLIN - Germany's federal government expects to spend $106.5 billion on refugees over the next decade, the minister of finance said on Saturday. The plan was approved by the national parliament. Hull said the amount was the "last thing we need to make the remark at an economic emergency" and that it was "the single most important thing for people to focus on." Hull said it was "the best way to handle the crisis of our lifetime" and that it would really make the remark at an economic emergency.

**Obama Toasts Nordic Focused Summit**

UNITED NATIONS - The UN refugee agency on Friday announced that 5,000 migrants rescued from the Mediterranean Sea will be allowed to stay in Finland, Norway and Sweden. The agency said the decision was made to ensure that the migrants receive adequate protection and assistance.

**No Military Funds for Pakistan Without Specific Actions: US**

WASHINGTON - Key members of Congress on Friday expressed concerns over aid for Pakistan, if the US does not see specific actions by the Pakistani government. Mr. Bush, the US president, had said that he was not prepared to support Pakistan without some specific actions by the Pakistani government.

**Russian Navy Seizes Ship of Haqqani Network**

MOSCOW - A Russian yacht detained by the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK) has arrived at the country's Kim Jong Il port.

**Tajikistan's Lower Chamber Ratifies Agreement with EBRD**

BISHkek - Members of Tajikistan's lower chamber of parliament have ratified an agreement with the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) on financing projects.

**UNSC Alarmed At Boko Haram's Activities**

UNITED NATIONS - The UN Security Council on Friday condemned the activities of the Boko Haram terrorist group in Nigeria and the Lake Chad Basin region.
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**Pakistan Seeks UN's Help in Harmonizing Differences with China**

KABUL - Pakistan has asked the UN to help it in harmonizing territorial and maritime differences with China. The US administration for Kim Heng, the US president, was seeking to further the goals of the Haqqani network.

**SBT's New York Port To Go 'Bogus'**

MOSCOW - A North Korean coast guard ship hijacked a South Korean ship and headed for North Korea. The US administration for Kim Heng, the US president, was seeking to further the goals of the Haqqani network.
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